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L = V-l100

dt < J(t)J(O) > (1.1)

1The term mesoscopic is now quite often used to des
ignate a group of quantum-mechanical phenomena which
are not microscopic. Here we use the term differently but
is perhaps more appropriate.

2Equilibrium averages of A are always assumed to be
subtracted off. That is, A only contains fluctuation from
equilibrium

where V is the system volume, J(t) is a micro
scopic expression for an appropriate flux, and
the angular bracket stands for equilibrium aver
age. Now, by construction, J is orthogonal to
all the macroscopic veriabies (their correspond
ing microscopic expressions) A which are often
referred to as "gross variables" 2:

be called mesoscopic l . The archetypical exam
ple where this kind of collective processes plays
a major role is critical dynamics. In critical phe
nomena, even equilibrium properties are already
dominated by long wavelength fluctuations in
volving a great many numbers of particles. Thus
here the method that permits treatment of such
"mass" is needed. In order to explain an essence
of the method, we start from a general Green
Kubo type formula for an Onsager kinetic coef
ficient L as follows:

(1.2)< JA >= 0

Otherwise, the integrand of (1.1) would not de
cay to zero in a short time and the time inte
gral diverges. The condition (1.2) alone, how
ever, does not guarantee that the integrand of
(1.1) always decays to zero rapidly because it
only demands that J be orthogonal to the first
power of A and not to the higher powers. In fact
important contributions do arise from the com
ponents of J which contain such higher powers
of A because when A is slowly-varying, then its
products are expected to contain slowly-varying
components. An outstanding example of this is
the divergence of thermal conductivity of fluid at
its critical point, where the density fluctuation
develops a diverging correlation length which we
denote as e. A Green-Kubo expression for the

1 Prologue

In 1964 I joined Irwin Oppenheim's group at
MIT as a postdoc. At that time there was a
great interest in U.S. and also in parts of Eu
rope in kinetic theory of non-dilute gas, while
in Japan there was practically no interest on
this topic. So I had to learn from the very be
ginning starting with reviewing the Boltzmann
equation. My problem given by Irwin was to cal
culate the first density correction to shear viscos
ity of gas starting from the Green- Kubo formula
and to see if the result differs from the Choh
Uhlenbeck result. There were still discordant
noises against Green-Kubo formulae, and it was
of fundamental importance to examine validity
of such formulae. We hoped to make a new dis
covery by finding some difference. In contrast to
the task of finding density corrections to equa
tion of state which is rather easy, the situation
is totally different here. After all three body dy
namics is an unsolved problem in classical me
chanics. After excruciating efforts we obtained
the final result which was in complete agreement
with the classic work of Choh-Uhlenbeck. After
this work was finished, we had a visitor from
National Bureau of Standards (now NIST), Jan
Sengers who is now at University of Maryland,
and told us a startling story. He said that the
first density corrections to transport coefficients
of two-dimensional gas diverge! This implies
that the basis for the virial expansion in which
each coefficient in this expansion involves only a
finite number of molecules is untenable for trans
port coefficients, and hence one has to take into
account processes involving indefinite numbers
of molecules from the outset (resummation over
the so-called ring collisions). Without realizing
at that time, we were at the end of what I called
elsewhere the ancient period of non-equilibrium
statistical mechanics [1] where we believed that
there is a clear- cut separation of microscopic
and macroscopic length and time scales which
underlies all the macroscopic dynamical laws.
As a matter of fact, subsequent developments
revealed very rich structures in the region which
is neither microscopic nor macroscopic but may
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thermal conductivity is

A= kB~2 Jdr100

dt < ix(r, t)ix(O, 0 >
(1.3)

where ix(r, t) is the x-component of heat cur
rent density. Then its slowly-varying compo
nent is simply given by T8s(r, t)vx(r, t), where
8s(r, t) is the local specific entropy fluctuation
and vx(r, t) the x-component of the local veloc
ity fluctuation. Here it is more convenient for
dynamics to use the specific entropy fluctuation
as the order parameter fluctuation rather than
the more usual density fluctuation. Substitut
ing this result into (1.3) and assuming mutual
statistical independence of entropy and velocity
fluctuations, the rhs of (1.3) is simply calculated
and is expressed in terms of the specific heat at
constant pressure. In this way one finds that A
behaves near criticality roughly as e. The theory
outlined here is now known as the mode coupling
theory (MCT). Following the initial suggestive
calculations of M. Fixman [2] in the early six
ties, the modern MCT as we see it today was
developed by various authors from mid sixties to
early seventies, and was reviewed, for instance,
by the author [3] and by Keyes [5]. The name
comes from the decomposition of flux J, which
is essentially time derivative of a gross variable,
into products of gross variables. A gross vari
able physically represents a type of disturbance
in an equilibrium system, which can be called
a "mode". This naming was initially suggested
from plasma turbuelence theory. The intuitive
way of constructing the mode coupling expres
sion of the heat flux density given above can
be formalized by making use of the fact that J
i~ related to time derivative of a gross variable
Ai where an overdot is differentiation with re
spect to time and different gross variables are
distinguished by suffices. The mode coupling
contribution (Ai)McT of Ai is then written in
the two-mode approximation as

. < AiAjAk >
(Ai)MCT = AjAk

XjXk

kBT < {Ai,AjAklpB >= AjAk (1.4)
XjXk

where Xi ==< AiAi > with < AtAj >= 0 for
i ;/; i, and {}P B is a Poisson bracket and an
asterisk • is complex conjugate. Since the rhs
of (1.4) involves only static quantities, this is
called reversible mode coupling, whereas there

. are other types of nonlinearity called dissipative

mode coupling and will be discussed later. These
two types of mode coupling will produce rather
different consequences as we shall see.

Now, there is a more general and exact ex
pression for reversible mode coupling. This is
obtained by considering the instantaneous rate
of change of Ai averaged over the constrained
equilibrium state such that Aj = aj for all i.
This is denoted as < Ai; {a} > where {a} de
notes the set of fixed values of all the A's. Then
it can be shown that

x

(1.5)

where H { a} is the free energy· functional as
sociated with the local equilibrium distribution
function Dl{a} through (13 == l/kBT)

H{a} _ -f3lnDr{a} (1.6)

D,{a} - < II 8(Ai - ai) > (1.7)

The previous result (1.4) follows if we expand
the above equation in a at the second order.
The general expression (1.5) first appeared in
author's article of Varenna School [6] and has
since appeared repeatedly in literature. The full
nonlinear stochastic equation of motion for A in
the two-mode approximation takes the form,

= _~ L~. 8H{A}
LJ '3 8A.

j )

kBT < {Ai, AjAk}PB >A A I'+ j k + ~i
XjXk

(1.8)

where L?j is the bare Onsager kinetic coefficient
and (i is the thermal noise related each other by
the following fluctuation-dissipation theorem:

This stochastic equation, together with the fac
torization approximation which decomposes a
correltation of the four A's into a sum of prod
ucts of two pair correlations of the A's gives rise
to a self-consistent equation for < Ai(t)Aj (t') >.
This is the self-consistent mode coupling equa
tion, and has been used in critical dynamics
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The normalized density autocorrelation function
<Pk(t) is defined by

is the frequency of short time molecular oscilla
tion, po and m being the average number density
and molecular mass, respectively, and Mk(t) is

~22 <Pk(t) = -w~<p,,(t)-lt dt'M,,(t-t') ~,<p,,(t')

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.2)
(2.3)

(2.1)
N

Pk =I:e
ikri

j=l

- < Pk(t)p_k(O) > IS"
<Pk(O)P_k(O) >

Mode Coupling Theory of
Supercooled Liquids and
G lass Transitions

where

where S" is the static scattering structure func
tion. The density autocorrelation function is the
quantity of central interest here since this gives
information about freezing and is directly acces
sible by scattering experiments. MeT aims at
obtaining this quantity theoretically by deriving
a self-consistent equation for it. We here de
rive it following the method or iginally used by
Gotze and the coworkers [14] and starts from
the following Zwanzig-Mori type exact identity
for </Jk(t):

since the late sixties. The choice of gross vari- 2
abIes is dictated by their slow time variations.
Thus in critical dynamics we can choose con
served variables and non-conserved order param
eter variables if any.This mode coupling idea of
citical dynamics mentioned above was combined With the developments described in the preced
with renormalization group theory of equilib- ing section as precursors, it is natural that these
rium critical phenomena initiated by K. Wilson theoretical methods are applied to supercooled
into the dynamical renormalization group theory liquids and glass transitions. This took place in
[4]. This develoment marked an end to critical 1984 [12, 13]. This is now known as the mode
dynamics as a frontier of physics around 1980. coupling theory of glass transitions and is unique

Concurrently with the developments of crit- among theories of structural glass transitions in
ical dynamics, people noted some peculiarities the sense that the theory gives specific predic
of transport phenomena even away from criti- tions starting from first principles which can be
cality. For instan ce, in two-dimensional fluids tested experimentally as well as by computer

simulations. Some recent advances are reviewed
transport coefficients generally diverge, and even .
in three-dimension, coefficients of next gradient by Gotze and Sjogren [14] and most recently by

expansions in macros copic laws (so called Bur- Kob [15].
nett coefficients) again show divergences. This The theory deals with the autocorrelation
i s the famous long-time -tail problem and was function of the density fluctuation Pk where
reviewed by Pomeau and Res ibois [7]. This long k i= 0 is the wave vector of the Fourier trans
time tail phenomena can be naturally under- form of the local density and ~ means a micro
stood in the framework of mode coupling where scopic expression, that is, for an assembly of N
only conserved variables come into play. How- particles located at rl, r2, ... ,rN

ever, there was an unexpected surprise. If the
long time contributions of time correlation func
tions entering Green-Ku bo formulae are exam
ined by molecular computer simulation, the co
efficients of such contributions which behave in
time like r 1/ d , d being dim ensionality of space,
turned out to be always greater by two orders
of magn itudes [8]. Resolution to this dilemma
came a few years later from the two independent
works by T. Kirkpatrick [10] and by H. van Beije
ren [11]. They have shown that what was seen
in molecular dynamics i s not the genuine long
time tail predicted by the conventional MCT but
the intermediate time structural relaxation of
liquids which can be understood by extending
MCT to deal with such phenomena where two
density modes play crucial whereas in the usual
long time tail the velocity field is involved as one
of the coupled modes.

Independently of these developments, kinetic
theory of dense gas and liquids were being
developed by several people where mode cou
pling mechanis m naturally occurs in which the
same two-density-mode plays an important role.
Combined with separate microscopic treatments
of short time behavior , this kinetic theory is
reasonably successful in quantitatively account
ing liquid dynamics like various transport coef
ficients and time correlation fu nctions that can
be measured by scattering experiments [9].
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Beyond MeT: Meso
scopic Kinetic Equation

fragile glasses despite some successes with MCT
analyses of experiments.

In view of what was said about MCT in the pre
ceding section, it is apparent that we must reex
amine the basis of the current MCT approach,
which in my opinion is still in a rather primitive
stage of developments despite an explosion of lit
erature on the subject. Thinking about what
should be done to the theory next, it is use
ful to recall the situation in critical dynamics
as was described in the preceding section. The
current state of MCT in glass can be compared
to the self-consistent MCT of critical dynam
ics of the late sixties[19]. Although the prob
lem of supercooled liquids and glass transition
is sufficiently different from critical dynamics,
it seems that the next natural step beyond the
current MCT should be construction of appro
priate MKE for supercooled liquids and possi
bly glass. The major problem confronting us in
this endeavor is the choice of proper gross vari
ables. In critical dynamics, this is not a seri
ous problem because we know with confidence
that the densities of all the conserved quantities
and the variables associated with spontaneous
breakdown of continuous symmetries of phase
transitions (the Goldstone modes) if any consti
tute good candidates of the gross variables. In
supercooled liquids and glass transitions, this is
far less trivial precisely because one has to deal
with the short length scale behavior of the or
der of intermolecular distances. Regarding this
problem, Cohen and de Schepper [22] gave a
heuristic argument for the choice of gross vari
ables for dense hard sphere fluids. They argued
that in sufficiently dense fluids where molecules
are jammed together and are difficult to move
around, the local mementum and energy den
sities (more precisely, the part of the energy
density which is not coupled to the mass den
sity) can still be quickly transferred among the
molecules. However, the (number or mass) den
sity change on the scale of the intermolecular
distance must accompany a major local rear
rangement of molecules requiring passing over of
a high potential barrier, hence is not easy, and
thus the (number or mass) density, which will be
referred to simply as the density in the follow
ing, should be a slowly-varying variable. This

(2.6)

f) J 8Ot P({p}, t) = -L dr 8p(r) V . p(r)V

[
8 8H{P}]

T 8p(r) + 8p(r) P(({p}, t)

the memory function expressed as a time cor
relation function of random force governed by
projected dynamics. The MCT approximation
consists of expressing the random force as a non
linear function of the density fluctuation in the 3
form of (1.4) and then making factorization ap
proximation of the type used by the author [16],
which results in the memory function of the form
Mk(t) = Fk{¢(t)}, FJc{f} being a functional of
f. This together with (2.4) constitutes the self
consistent MCT equation. This is a so-to-speak
single step method from microscopic description
to MCT equation. Thus it is not easy to im
prove on approximations such as factorization
approximation.

A different derivation is based on the dynami
cal extension of the density functional method of
inhomogeneous fluid, which is motivated by the
fact that in deeply supercooled liquid the den
sity is the slowest variable. The siplest version of
the so-called dynamical density functional the
ory (DDFT) is the following equation for the
density probability functional P({p}, t)

where L is the kinetic coefficient that incorpo
rates rapid temporal variation of the mementum
density field. See also a review [25]. This is
again a highly nonlinear stochastic field equa
tion, but one can still derive from it the self
consistent MCT equation. The simplest way of
doing this seems to be to use the irreducible
memory function method [21]. Since the nonlin
earity entering here is purely dissipative, deriva
tion by applying mode coupling approximation
(MCA) to the conventional memory function to
obtain a self-consistent equation such as that
found in Munakata's paper [25] is quite mislead
ing. The warning against such uncritical use of
MCA to deal with dissipative nonlinearities was
illustrated by various examples by JackIe and
his coworkers [33]. The current status of MCT
of supercooled liquids and glass transitions in re
lation to experimental and computational find
ings is taken up in numerous recent review ar
ticles [14, 15, 34, 41], and thus will not be dis
cussed here. The overall impression is that al
though MCT is definitely sucessful in capturing
initial stages of freezing toward glass transitions,
it is not easily extendable to the regime where
the viscosity reaches to 1013 poises and to non-
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The DDFT equation is the most natural equa
tion that embodies the idea that in sufficiently
dense fluids the density is the only slow vari
able that des cribes local small scale motions.

the solution is the uniform density for a given set
of control parameters, we have a liquid state. If
we obtain a spatially periodic solution, we have
a crystalline solid. In some cases we find irregu
lar inhomogeneous density profiles[31, 32]. Then
we have an amorphous solid. In this way DFT
successfully predicts equilibrium phase behavior
and other equilibrium properties. It should be
noted that DFT is precisely the theory that deals
with small scale structures within the continuum
framework. Thus it is a natural framework to
study glasses as well where short and intermedi
ate scale structutes are relevant.

However, DFT has no dynamics, and hence
its dynamicsl extension is necessary to deal with
glass transition, which is a highly dynamical
phenomenon as many experiments have shown.
We have thus proposed such a kinetic equation
which we call the dynamical density functional
(DDF) equation (2.6)[20]. Essentailly the same
equation was proposed before in other contexts
in[26, 27]. However, its relevance for MeT of
Gotze and others were realized only recently in
[20]. We also note that the stochastic equation
having a quite similar spirit where fast variables
are eliminated first in favor of slow variables was
proposed much earlier[28]. In all these cases one
always has to ascertain that the variables elim
inated are indeed fast. Otherwise one should
start from formally exact equation with mem
ory to be discussed below.

The formally exact version of this DDFT
equation (2.6) can be directly derived starting
from a microscopic Liouville equation for an
asse mbly of N particles. Since this deriva
tion is rather lengthy and will be published
elsewhere[29]' this will not be repeated but will
be sketched with a few additional materials in
Section 5. (A microscopic derivation of DDFT
equation starting from the Smoluchowski equa
tion with and without hydrodynamic interaction
are also given in [29].) This is most satisfactory
if we can justify that the density is the only slow
variable for a high density fluid at short distance
[22].

heuristic argement is substantiated by the cal
culations of normal modes of linearized revised
Enskog theory of dense hard sphere fluid[23, 24].
The usual three hydrodynamic modes coupled
to the density, that is, one heat mode and two
sound wave modes, are the slow modes at small
wave numbers well separated from other non
conserved modes. As the wave number increases
toward 271" divided by the hard sphere diame
ter, only the heat mode remains as a slow mode,
other modes being buried in fast-decaying non
conserved modes. This heat mode is precisely
the non-propagating part of the density mode.
One additional support for this argum~nt can
be found in the generalized kinetic theory of
dense fluid[9]. (' 11e looks at the memory func
tions entering be equations for time correlation
functions of momentum variables. The vertices
that connect momenta to other slow variables
automatically pick up only the density variable.
Thus the latter varaible is slowed down in a self
consistent manner. See the argument on p. 168
of [9]

If one accepts these arguments that the den
sity is the only relevant slow variable, then there
must be a kinetic theory in which the density
is the only gross variable. Here I draw att
tention to the density functional theory (DFT)
which was developed origianlly for inhomoge
neous fluids[45]. DFT can be regarded as a
kind of the familiar Landau theory of phase
transitions[30] where one assumes a smooth free
energy function which contains in addition to
the conventional thermodynamic variables an
extra variable which is an order parameter of
phase transition. Singular behavior associated
with a phase transition

results when one minimizes the free energy
function with respect to the order parameter.
Thus, mathematically, a phase transition is un
derstood as a bifurcation of the solution of the
equation which expresses the minimization con
dition of the free energy function. In our case the
order parameter is the local density and the free
energy function is replaced by the free energy
functional since we must allow spatially inho
mogeneous density distributions. We then min- 4
imize the free energy functional with respect to
the density function under appropriate condi
tions such as the fixed total mass of the fluid.
This gives rise to a nonlinear functional equa
tion for the density profile which contains the
intensive thermmodynamic variables like tem
perature and pressure as control parameters. If

Lattice
DDFT

Gas Version of
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From this point of view, the recent comp uta
tional works[35, 36] that simulate the Langevin
equation co ntaining the momentum. and den
sity variables at relatively short times and then
switch to the Monte Carlo simulation which uses
the Ramaksishnan-Yussou f type density func
tional as the energy at longer times are not quite
satis factory for studying glassy slow dynamics
in supercooled dense liquids.

In our DDFT approach[20, 21] we at the out
set analytically eliminate the momentum vari
able which varies rapidly and obtain a closed
stochastic equation containing only the density
variable. This single dynamical equation in
cludes the nonlinear feedback mechanism of the
mode coupling theory (MCT), and at the same
time permits to study long time behavior even
in glassy regions which are governed by ther
mally activated processes over free energy land
scape generated by H{p}. We have argued in
[37] 3 and will be shown that our DDFT equa
tion can be mapped onto a spin exchange type
kinetic Ising model which can be studied by the
standard Monte Carlo simulation method, where
spin exchanges take place with equal probabil
ity between any pair of spins belonging to the
nearest neighbor coarse graining cells. (Map
ping of general kinetic Ising model onto a DDFT
type constnuum stochastic model is described
in Section).The energy entering the Ising model
donoted as Eo(n) is, with n the total set of lat
tice gas occupation numbers nj =0,1 with i the
lattice points 1, 2, ... , M,

Eo(n) = _~,B-l L: Cjjnjnj, (4.1)
i~j

where Gij == c(ri - rj) is the direct correlation
function in the liquid theory which appeared
in (3.3). Here we note the following inequali
ties among the lattice constant h, the coarse
graining length a and the range of Gij denoted
as u and the inter-particle distance 1 "" p- i, p
being the number density:

(4.2)

If we map the lattice gas onto spin-exchange ki
netic Ising model, the nonlinear feedback mech
anism of MCT enters here through the use of

3 We would like to make two corrections in this refer
ence: (1) the In sign in Eq.(4.2) should be moved to the
inside of [ 1to the right. (2) The word" atoms" in the
4th line from the bottom of page 7 must be replaced by
the word "lattice points".

spin-exchange dynmics but not the Glauber type
dynamics ofsingle spin flips, which is responsible
for the factor P(Pm - p) ~ Pm P in the Fokker
Planck equation of DDFT,(3.2). The consider
ation above gives an intriguing possibility. The
usual density functional such as that of Ramakr
ishnan and Yussouf is obtained by coarse- grain
ing our Ising Hamiltonian. Thus if DFT is going
to exhibit interesting phase behavior like freez
ing or glassy behavior, this must be reflected in
some way in our Ising Hamiltonian. Thus the
studies of our Ising-like models as a substitute
of DFT might be quite rewarding.

In our lattice gas model, the nonlinear feed
back mechanism of density arrest central to
MCT is seen to be a consequence of the exclusion
or sterie hindrance property of spin exchange or
particle migration in the lattice gas language4 .

This property is in fact quite universal to molec
ular systems having strong short range repulsive
interaction. This correspondence appears to be
related to the observed universality. From this
point of view, one may conjecture that the major
role of complexities of glass-forming molecules or
presence of polydispersivity in colloidal glasses is
to prevent crystallization. However, the details
such as the values of exponents or so- called hop
ping processes depend on various control param
eters. Numerical investigation of the lattice gas
version of DDFT described here is now un"der
way. A preliminary result was reported[38] and
further results will be published[39].

5 Formally Exact Dynam
ical Density Functional
Equation

In this section we describe a formaly exact den
sity functional equation for a classical system
consisting of N particles of mass m with coor
dinates r N == rl, r2, ... ,rN and momenta pN ==
Pl, P2, ... ,PN. Here we have adopted the con
vention of expressing N vectors associated with
N particles by a single vector in 3N-dimensional
space by attaching a superfix N. A point in the
phase space (rN , p N ) is simply denoted by x.
The Liouville equation for the phase space dis-

.We should not forget that in the mapped kinetic
Ising model, the lattice gas particle does not directly
correspond to a real atom or a molecule, but the spin
dynamics will reflect actual movements.
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(5.9)JdxfI(x)d{p - p} = 1

[z - f({p},z)]DL({p},z) = D({p},O) (5.10)

r({p},z)X{p} = Jd{P'}JJdrdr' 6p~r)

Jdx8{p - p} [r;:: .V N per)] (z - QL)-lQfI

XIP: .v N per')] 6{p - p'}

[
8 6f3H{P'}] X{ '}

X 8p'(r') + 6p'(r') p

(5.11)

corresponding to (6.13) below. ~(pN) is nor
malized as

Since details of derivation of the exact DDFT
equation is being given elsewhere, we only dis
play the result. we have a formally exact equa
tion of motion for the density probability dis
tribution functional expressed in Laplace trans
form as

where DL ( {p}, z) is the Laplace transform of
(5.2) D({p}, t). Here the operator r defined through

(5.1)

PX(x) = fI(x)X{p}

a A A A

at D(x, t) = L(x)D(x, t)

x {p} - Jdx8{p - p}X(x) (5.3)

fI(x) _ De(x)/De{p} (5.4)

where

and we have introduced the delta functional
8{PI - P2} through the following functional inte
gral expression valid for an arbitrary functional
of the density X {p}:

tribution function D(x, t) is written as

Here and after we shall denote all the micro
scopic quantities by attaching A to the sym
bol except for ri, Pi which carry particle labels.
We shall often suppress arguments x and simply
write L, etc instead of L(x), etc, and also ab
breviate L', etc. for L(x'), etc. The technique
used is now familiar projector mehtod. Hence we
introduce projector P defined through its oper
ation on an arbitrary phase space function X(x)
as follows:

'L(rr'; {p}{p'}) == JdrN 8{p - p}[VN per)]

.Az(rN) . [VN p(r')]8{p - p'}Ve(rN)

XD;I({p'}) (5.13)

and

where

(5.7)fI(x)D( {p}, t) =PD(x, t)

Jd{pr}6{PI - P2}X{pr} = X {P2} (5.5) We prefer to rewrite it as

f({p},z)X{p} =Jd{p'}JJdrdr' 6p~r)

7:( , { }{ '}) [8 6f3H{P'}]
x z rr; p p 6P'(r') + 8p'(r')

x X {p'} (5.12)

D({p}, t) = Jdx8{p - p(x)}D(x, t) (5.6)

fIex) is also expressed explicitly as

Here De is the equilibrium phase space distribu
tion function and De is the equilibrium density
distribution functional. The relation between
be and De is the special case of the relation
between the phase space distribution function
D(x, t) and the density distribution functional
D({p}, t) as follows:

This relation can be rewritten in terms of the
projector:

It is some times more convenient to use

where ~(pN) is the product of the normalized
Maxwell momentum distribution functions of N
particles, f3- 1 the Boltzmann constant times the
absolute temperature, and H {p} the free energy
density functional introduced by the equation

Az(rN ) _ Ve(rN)Az(rN)Ve(rN)-1

= JdpN~(pN)P: (z - QL)-lQ

pN
X - (5.15)

m
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where Q== 1 - P with P defined through The equation (5.10) now takes the following
form after transforming back to the time vari
able,

(6.2)

(5.20)
a
atD({p},t) =r{p}D({p},t)

Derivation of DDFT
equation for kinetic Ising
model

This is precisely the dynmical density functional
equation mentioned in the preceding section.

Here we have not discussed about coarse
graining of the density function. Thus without
coarse-graining the density profile has the same
information as the N particle configuration since
labelling of particles are irrelevant. One sugges
tion of coarse-graining comes from the normal
mode analyses of liquids recently put forward by
T. Keyes and others[40] . It seems natural that
the variables describing stable directions associ
ated with real frequencies can be projected out.

a

We consider derivation of DDFT equation for
kinetic Ising models. The system consists of N
spins Ui = ±1 on the N lattice sites labelled
i = 1, 2, ... , N. The entirety of N spin is simply
denoted as u which also denotes a microscopic
state of the entire system. Change of a micro
scopic state consists of flipping of a cluster a of
spins denoted as {u}a ~ {-u}a. Here a clus
ter is an arbitrary set of spins which need not
be connected by nearest neighbor bonds. The
transition probability of this spin flip is denoted
as wa(u). It is also conve~ient to introduce the
cluster spin flip operator Sa which acts on any
function of spins X(u) by

where

where a center dot indicates a set of spins not
invloved in the transition. Here and after we of
ten use hatted symbols to denote functions of
microscopic spin state u. Our general kinetic
Ising model is then expressed by the following
master equation for the microscopic probability
distritution function of the system spin config
uration (the state disdribution function) Dt(iT)
as

(5.18)

(5.19)

r 11 ' 6m{3 drdr 6p(r)
N

x JdrN 6{p - p} I)ViP(r)] .
i=l

X [ViP(r')]
x exp[-{3H{p} + {3H {p}]

x [_6_ + 8{3H{P}] (5.17)
8p(r') 8p(r')

r J 8-- dr--V . p(r)V
m{3 6p(r)

[
8 8{3H{p}]

6p(r) + 6p(r)

N

p(r) =L 8(r - ri)
i=l

x

r{p} =

r({p},z) ~

or

FX(x) =De{,O}-l Jdx'8{p - p'}De(x')X(x')

(5.16)
and Ve(rN ) is the normalized equilibrium distri
bution function of the particle configuration rN .
Az(rN

) or Az(rN ) can be interpreted as opera
tors describing diffusion process occurring in the
3N-dimensional space rN .

Since the equation (5.10), though exact, is
rather complicated, we simplify it by introduc
ing some drastic approximations. The first one is
based on the consideration that that if we want
to focus on the long time dynamics of density
fluctuations, the momentum variables entering
f( {p}, z),(5.11), relaxes rapidly in a short time
during which the density variable remains un- 6
changed. In that case, we may simply replace
the operator (z - QL)-lQ by r, the momen
tum relaxation time. This amounts to replacing
Az(rN) or Az(rN ) by kBTr13N where 13N is
the unit tensor in the 3N-dimensional space rN .
The momenta can be readily integrated out to
gIve

and we obtain for r({p}, z) which can now be
denoted as r {p} since there is no z dependence,

The last two steps above may be regarded as a
kind of coarse-graining over short time scales.

So far we have not specified the functional
form of p(r). The above expression becomes sim
pler if we take
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The detailed balance condiditon (DBC) is ex- introduce the free energy density functional H[P]
pressed as by

(6.16)

(6.15)

(6.14)

(6.13)

As usual with projector technique we choose
the initial state distribution function to satisfy
Do(u) = PDo(u). That is, we take

xf == loo dte-ztXt

Thus we have, for instance,

We found it convenient to work with the
Laplace transform of any function X t of t de
fined by

(6.5)

De(u) == exp[-,BU(u)] (6.6)

U(fT) being the st.ate energy. Here and after we
often suppress the argument U. In order to in
troduce the density variable we divide the lattice
system into coarse-graining cells of the volume v
labelled by a, b," '. The cell size should be such
that a single cell contains a large number of lat
tice sites so that the density variable Pa defined
below is quasi continuous. Here we define

where De is the equilibrium state distribution
function of the form,

Sawcx(u)De(u) ... =wa(u)De(u)Sa ... (6.4)
Here we list useful formulae involving the pro-

Since the adjoint operator Ll of LI is given by jector:

Ll = Ea wa(u)(Sa - 1) we immediately find

(6.17)Do(u) = tI(u)Dofp]
(6.7)p =!~ 1 + (Ti

a - v~ 2
, Do [,0] being the initial density probability distri-

where the sum runs over all the lattice sites con- bution. We then find
tained in the cell a. With this we introduce the A A

density probability distribution by D~[P] = ~ Ll[p - p(u)](z - LI)-lIIDo[,O]

where [P] is the set of density variables Pa for all
the cells a and

Dt[P] == 1:Ll[p - p(u)]Dt(u)
q

(6.8)

xPtIDofp]
(6.18)

~[P] == II ~(Pa) (6.9)
a

~(Pa) being Kronecker's delta equal to 1 or 0
according to Pa = 0 or otherwise, respectively.
Here we introduce a projector P by its operation
on any state function X(u) as

where the properties (6.14) have been used to
obtain the second member. We can now use the
following operat~r identitl' which we have used
frequently with Q == 1 - P:
~ ~ lA A~ A ~A ~~ 1
P(z - LI)- P = {z - PLIP - PLI(z - QLI)-

x QLIP}-lp (6.19)

where

PX(fT) = tI(fT)X[P] (6.10) in (6.18), and retain only the contribution com
ing from PLIP in the denominator on the rhs
of (6.19). Then

X[P] == 1: ~[p - p(fT)]X(u) (6.11)
u

and

Here De [P] is the equilibrium density distribu
tion related to De exactly like (6.11) and we can

D~[P] ~ 1: ~[p - p(u)](z - PLIP)-lPtIDo[P]
U

(6.20)
This amounts to the local equilibrium approx
imation introduced long ago[55] . The validity
of this approximation was examined very re
cently for a spin glass model and found to be
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reasonable[56]. Let us now consider Using the above formulae we can write

(6.28)

(6.29)
{ya pa = (So:-1)Pa

{yap _ (So: -1)p

f[Plp'] =-~ I: I)(1Sa)~[P'- p]]
a fJ

Now, changes in the density due to spin flip are

PiJ/fIDeX[p]

fI L ~[p - p']LID~x[P']
ql x [(1 - Sa)~[pp]]waDe (6.27)

b L ~[,O - A']D [,0']-1 j/ b' X[ A']
e fJl Pel e P We notice that DBC for f is expressed in the

= Deft [P]X[P] following operator form:

= De I: rt[plp]X[P] (6.21) rDe =Dert

[p]

where we have introduced the adjoint operator
ft [p]. The [P] - [P'] element of its matrix repre
sentation is given by

(6.30)

(1 - So:)~[P - p]
~[p _ p]~[P _ p _ fJa p]

L{yapa~~[P- p]
OPaa

+ (higher order terms in v-I)

which can be quite small if the coarse-graining
volume v is chosen to be sufficiently large and a
cluster of flipping spins is small. Therefore, we
have

(6.22)= f[P'lp]

ft[plp']

Dt [P] is then shown to satisfy the following equa
tion:

Repeatedly using (6.21) we find for an arbitrary
algebraic function F(x),

We now transform f[Plp'] into a more transpar-
ent form by first With these results we obtain neglecting higher

order terms in v-I in (6.30),rewriting it as

f[Plp'] = L ~[P' - p]De[p'r 1LIDe~[P - p]
fJ

(6.25)
Remembering the definition L1(u) == Ea(Sa 
1)wo:(u), (6.3), and DBC, (6.4), we obtain useful
formulae for arbitrary Xand Y :

LuXLIDeY

= L 0: L uX(Sa - 1)waDeY

= LLXWaDe(Sa -l)Y
a q

f[Plp'] . = -~De[P'rl I: L -l-aa,i ab[P]
a b VPa Pb

X TDe[P']~[P - p'] (6.31)

where

iab~] == {L{yapa{yapb~[p- p]wa}/TDe[P]
a

(6.32)
Here we have denoted the equilibrium average
over microscopic states by { }. This is further
transformed by using (6.13) as

= L I:(SaX)waDeSo:(Sa - 1)Y
a q

= L L(SaX )waDe(1- Sa)Y
a q

= -~ L L[(1- Sa)X]
a q

f[Plp'] =

X

The operators f[P] or its adjoint ft [P] is ob
taine d through

(6.26) r[plp'] = r[p]~[p - p'] =rt[p']~[p - p'] (6.34)
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L ... --+ ~1dr .. ·,
a

lr,r'[P] (6.38)

Therefore we find, for instance,

f[p] = ~ L: ~lab[P] (T~ + 8H[P])
2 ab 8pa 8Pb 8Pb

(6.35)
This is to be used on the rhs of (6.24) to obtain
the equation for Dt [P].

From now on we specialize to the case where
the total spin is conserved, that is, Ea 8Q Pa = 0
for every cluster a. This implies Ea T ab[P] = o.
As a consequnce we have

b;ta
l aa =- L1ab (6.36)

b

By splitting the sum over a, bin (6.35) into those
with a = b and those with a #- b and use (6.36)
to those with a =b, we find

1 b;ta a [( 8 8 )
f[P] = "2 L:L 8pa 1 ab[P] T 8Pb - 8pa +

a b

8H[P] _ 8H[P]]
8Pb 8pa

Since the expression in [ ] on the rhs of the above
expression changes sign under permutation of a
and b whereas 1 ab[P] is invariant, we can sym-
metrize this expression to obtain .

. 1 b;ta ( 8 8 )
f[P] = -4 L:L 8Pa - 8Pb l ab[P]

a b

X [T (~ - ~) + 8H[p] _ 8H[P]] (6.37)
8pa 8Pb 8pa 8Pb

Now, if we choose a coarse-grained cell to con
tain enough number of lattice points so that the
p's are quasi-continuous, we· obtain continuum
versions of our equations. This can be done by
the following transcriptions:

8 fJ
- --+v--
8pa 6p(r)

v21 ab[P] -+

where l' and 1" indicate spatial locations of the
cells a and b, respectively. The fact that in (6.37)
the cells a, b are different is reflected by the fact
that 11',1" [P] is a smooth function as l' --+ 1".
The continuum version of (6.37) is then

f[P] =-~1dr1dr' (6P~r) - 6P~r'»)

X1r,r'[P] [T (6P~r) - 6P~r'»)
+6H(P] _ 6H[P]] (6.39)

6p(r) 6p(r').

This expression can be transformed into another
form which directly corresponds to (6.35) if we
allow singularity in 1 by defining

Yr,r'(P] == lr,r'(P] - 6(1' - 1")1dr"lr,rl/[p]

(6.40)
and we find

11 1 ' 6 - [6f[P] ="2 dr dr 6p(r) 1 r,r' [P] T fJp(r')

6H[P] 1
+6p(r')}6.41)

where V inside [] to the left acts only inside
of []. Assuming that 11',1" [P] depends only on
11' - 1" I which is consistent with our assumption
of separation of the length scales just mentioned,
(6.42) reduces to

1 6 [. 6 6H(P]]
f[P] = - dr6p(r) V''Yr[p]V T 6p(r) + 6p(r)

(6.43)
where, noting that 11',1" [P] with a f:. b is nega
tive in general for spin exchange, we have defined

'Yr[P] == -~1dr'(x - x')21r,r'[P] (6.44)

For a spin pair exchange in which a = (i,j)
with i E a,j E b and a f:. b to occur we can
demand Ui #- Uj, which can be taken care of by
inserting a factor Hl-O'iO'j). Therefore, we can
write for a f:. b,

Ifwe use the lattice gas variable ni == !(l+ui) =
Oor 1, we have

t(l - UiUj) = ni + nj - 2ninj

= ![ni(1- nj) + nj(l - hi)]

(6.46)
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Therefore,

In particular, since in our model we must choose
p(r) to be much smaller than Pm, we find

If we assume that ![ni(l-nj)+nj(l-ni)] in the
above expression can be replaced by a constant
times P(Pm - p), (Pm the lattice point density)
in view of the presence of ~(p -,0] and slow vari
ation of p(r) on the coarse graining length scale
and also that Wij (u) does not depend sensitively
on ,0, we will find that

• Spontaneous appearance of frozen or long
lived short scale spatial heterogeneities.

to try to relate such a regime with a more fluid
regime where MCT is relevant in a unified the
oretical scheme.

It may well be that this field is going to be one
of the areas of condensed matter physics where a
continuum or field-theoretical treatment makes
a great sense like phase transitions and soft con
densed matter which are associated with such
prominent names as Landau, Wilson, de Gennes
and Edwards. At this time it is impossible to
guess if there will be a final theory of structural
glass transition, and if so, what form it will take.
However, if there is going to be such a theory, I
am confident that the kind of the first principle
approach starting from MCT which I described
here will be its indispensable ingredient.

I have come to realize that the problems of
supercooled liquids and glass transitions offer
new challenges to non-equilibrium statisatical
mechanics. We here mention some factors which
can be internally related among each other:

• Existence of widely different time scales
characterizing soft mode vibration and re
laxation, f3 relaxation, a relaxation, ther
mally activated processes, and/or aging
processes. Enormous change of time scale
occurs ata very small change of static pa
rameters such as density or temperature.

• Question about absence or presence of an
equilibrium phase transition underlying a
glass transition.

• Question of ergodicity and its break
down, and possible violation of fluctuation
dissipation relations.

(6.49)

(6.48)

'Yr(P] ~ const. p(r)

'Yr(P] ~ const. p(r) (Pm - p(r)]

Epilogue7

Thus we have shown how we can map a spin ex
change kinetic Ising model onto the DDFT equa
tion (2.6). Finding relationships between kinetic
Ising models and continuum dynamical models
are useful in other respects as well. There are
certain types of kinetic Ising models whose equi
librium properties are trivial, but kinetic con
straints are incorporated in such a way that
the models reproduce many features of glassy
systems[57, 58, 59]. However, relationship of
these models with reality is far from clear. Map
ping of these models onto continuum models
may enhance usefulness of these spin models in
understanding real systems.

In this article the author presented some recent
advances in our understanding of the problem of
supercooled liquids and glass transitions, which
is regarded as one of the remaining most chal
lenging problems in condensed matter physics
[53], from the heavily biased point of view by
the author's own experience. The main empha
sis is to describe an attempt to provide a wider
framework incorporating the current MCT so
as to approach the regime dominated by ther
mally activated processes. It is quite possible
that in such a regime where only the extremely
long time behavior is relevant, (equilibrium) sta
tistical mechanics plus the detailed balance is
everything[60]. However, it is still meaningful

Apart from supercooled liquids and glass
transitions described here in some detail, the
methodology that can be developed by coping
with such difficult problems can become a use
ful tool to tackle other difficult problems of com
plex fluids such as dynamics of highly entangled
polymer melt[61] or microemulsion systems[62].

The problems posed in this article should
be also of interest to those mathematicians
or mathematical physicists concerned with the
foundation of statistical mechanics, for instance,
those working on the large deviation theory [63].
Here is the problem in which usefulness of var
ious nice mathematical frameworks can be put
to severe tests because we really need concrete
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answers to hard questions, not just more elegant
or more rigorous rederivations of the results al
ready known to physicists.
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